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Ambient-Soundscapes — An ethereal and typically arrhythmic music, Ambient 
Soundscapes is primarily textural in nature, lacking a striking melody, and evoking 
various moods.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Phillip Glass, Brian Eno, Tangerine Dream 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Ambient, New Age, Soundtrack Alt 

 
 
Blues-Acoustic — Evolved from ancient African traditions, American work- and prison-
songs, and the culture of a deeply spiritual and socially oppressed people, the Blues is a 
powerful and dynamic medium, filled with hope, despair, stories and dreams. Acoustic 
blues is a traditional style that is often played on acoustic guitar, occasionally 
accompanied by or substituted with harmonica, piano, foot stomping or other make-shift 
instruments. It features cyclical chord progressions, pentatonic scales and repetitive, 
emotive lyrics. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Robert Johnson, Leadbelly, Blind Lemon, Son House 
• Similar Genres:  Electric Blues, Country-Classic, Country-Bluegrass  

 
 
Blues-Electric —  Beginning in the 1950’s with artists like Muddy Waters and John Lee 
Hooker, Blues singers began to experiment with the recently-invented electric guitar. A 
popular sound was born with the addition of rhythm sections comprising drums, bass, 
piano and eventually horns. The chord progressions and lyrics generally remained 
unchanged from traditional blues but the artists had a much wider dynamic range and a 
more powerful, singing guitar style was developed. Long, soulful instrumental solos 
became an integral part of Electric Blues. This style was quickly picked up by young 
British musicians such as The Rolling Stones and The Yardbirds, who nurtured it to great 
popularity among the youth of the 1960’s.  
• Popular Comparisons:  BB King, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, Robert Cray, Stevie Ray 

Vaughn, Derek Trucks 
• Similar Genres:  Blues-Acoustic, Country-Alternative, Country-Classic, Rock-Roots 

Rock  
 

Cajun/Zydeco — The music of Southwest Louisiana, typically spirited and danceable, is 
characterized by the sound of an accordion and a swinging but steady rhythm.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Buckwheat Zydeco, BeauSoleil 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Roots Rock, World-Klezmer       

 
 
Classical-Baroque Chamber — The term Baroque is used to describe both the period 
and style in music, art, sculpture and literature taking place from 1600-1750. Baroque 
music is characterized by intricate and ornamented melodies, metronomic rhythms and 
extensive use of counterpoint. It features what are considered today to be “period” 
instruments, such as the harpsichord, viola d’amore and the viola da gamba. Chamber 
music refers to music that can be performed in a smaller room, or "chamber," this 
includes solo piano works, vocal duets, piano trios, string quartets, etc. 
• Popular comparisons: Bach, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Telemann 
• Similar Genres: Classical, Specialty-Human Drama/Emotions 



 
 
Classical-Baroque Orchestral — The term Baroque is used to describe both the period 
and style in music, art, sculpture and literature taking place from 1600-1750. Baroque 
music is characterized by intricate and ornamented melodies, metronomic rhythms and 
extensive use of counterpoint. It features what are considered today to be “period” 
instruments, such as the harpsichord, viola d’amore and the viola da gamba. Orchestral 
music features the traditional symphony orchestra, comprised of large string, brass, 
woodwind and percussion sections. 
• Popular comparisons: Bach, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Telemann 
• Similar Genres: Classical, Specialty-Human Drama/Emotions 

 
 
Classical-Classical Chamber — The Classical period began during the second half of 
the eighteenth century and was largely brought about by Franz Joseph Haydn, who later 
taught Beethoven and had personal influence on Mozart. The Classical period broke 
away from the Baroque by returning to a simpler, more elegant style, while at the same 
time refining various musical elements introduced during the Baroque period. The piano 
and many orchestral instruments were brought into maturity during this period, as were 
the sonata and symphony. Chamber music refers to music that can be performed in a 
smaller room, or "chamber" – this includes solo piano works, vocal duets, piano trios, 
string quartets, etc. 
• Popular Comparisons: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Gluck 
• Similar Genres: Classical-Baroque, Classical-Romantic, Drama-Cinematic 

 
 
Classical-Classical Orchestral — The Classical period began in the second half of the 
eighteenth century and was largely brought about by Franz Joseph Haydn, who later 
taught Beethoven and had personal influence on Mozart. The Classical period broke 
away from the Baroque by returning to a simpler, more elegant style, while at the same 
time refining many musical elements introduced during the Baroque period. The piano 
and various orchestral instruments were brought into maturity during this period, as were 
the sonata and symphonic forms. Orchestral music features the traditional symphony 
orchestra, comprised of large string, brass, woodwind and percussion sections. 
• Popular Comparisons: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Gluck 
• Similar Genres: Classical-Baroque, Classical-Romantic, Drama-Cinematic 

 
 
Classical-Impressionism Chamber — Impressionism is a style that arose in late-19th 
century Paris and continued through the beginning of the twentieth century. The term 
comes about due largely to the music of composer Claude Debussy, whose brilliance as 
an orchestrator, as well as his gift for evoking mood and atmosphere, often drew parallels 
to “impressionism” in the visual arts. Debussy eschewed the typical diatonic scales of 
Western classical music for more exotic ones, such as the whole-tone scale. He imbued 
his compositions with harmonic dissonance and embraced Eastern influences in his 
music. Perhaps the other most well-known impressionist composer is Maurice Ravel, 
who wrote in a similar, modal style. Impressionism abandoned Romanticism’s obsession 
with sonata form, as with the symphony. Instead, shorter forms, such as the prelude, 
etude and nocturne were ideal. Despite not drawing a huge number of composers as 
specifically “impressionist,” nor lasting as long as other classical periods, Impressionism 
remains important because it defines the transition between the Romantic and Modern 
periods while retaining its own, unique musical identity – one that contained the elements 



of the past as well as those which would influence the future. Chamber music refers to 
music that can be performed in a smaller room, or "chamber" – this includes solo piano 
works, vocal duets, piano trios, string quartets, etc. 
• Popular comparisons: Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Manuel De Falla 
• Similar genres: Classical-Romantic, Classical-Modern 

 
 
Classical-Impressionism Orchestral — Impressionism is a style that arose in late 19th 
century Paris and continued through the beginning of the twentieth century. The term 
comes about due largely to the music of composer Claude Debussy, whose brilliance as 
an orchestrator, as well as his gift for evoking mood and atmosphere, often drew parallels 
to “impressionism” in the visual arts. Debussy eschewed the typical diatonic scales of 
Western classical music for more exotic ones, such as the whole-tone scale. He imbued 
his compositions with harmonic dissonance and embraced Eastern influences as a whole 
in his music. Perhaps the other most well-known impressionist composer is Maurice 
Ravel, who wrote in a similar, modal style. Impressionism abandoned Romanticism’s 
obsession with sonata form, as with the symphony. Instead, shorter forms, such as the 
prelude, etude and nocturne were ideal. Despite not drawing a huge number of composers 
as specifically “impressionist,” nor lasting as long as other classical periods, 
Impressionism remains an important era because it defines the transition between the 
Romantic and Modern periods while retaining its own, unique musical identity – one that 
contained the elements of the past as well as those which would influence the future. 
Orchestral music features the traditional symphony orchestra, comprising large string 
section, brass, woodwind and percussion sections. 
• Popular comparisons: Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Manuel De Falla 
• Similar genres: Classical-Romantic, Classical-Modern 

 
 
Classical-Romantic Chamber — Prompted by Beethoven, Romanticism 
(1815-1910) discarded the rationalism of the Classical period and sought to express the 
transcendental aspects of the human experience. The music is known for its sudden 
contrasts and pathos. Classical forms, such as the sonata and symphony, were expanded 
and pushed to their greatest heights during the Romantic period. Chamber music refers to 
music that can be performed in a smaller room, or "chamber" – this includes solo piano 
works, vocal duets, piano trios, string quartets, etc. 
• Popular comparisons: Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms and Wagner 
• Similar genres: Classical, Specialty – Human Drama/Emotions 

 
 
Classical-Romantic Orchestral — Prompted by Beethoven, Romanticism 
(1815-1910) discarded the rationalism of the Classical period and sought to express the 
transcendental aspects of the human experience. The music is known for its sudden 
contrasts and pathos. Classical forms, such as the sonata and symphony, were expanded 
and pushed to their greatest heights during the Romantic period. Orchestral music 
features the traditional symphony orchestra, comprised of large string, brass, woodwind 
and percussion sections. 
• Popular comparisons: Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms and Wagner 
• Similar genres: Classical, Specialty-Human Drama/Emotions 

 
 
Classical-Modern — Modern Classical refers to the many styles of composed music that 
were developed after the Romantic period. Intense experimentation with form, structure 



and tonality as well as the integration of traditionally non-musical elements such as 
mathematics, electronics, and new philosophical approaches, characterize this period. 
• Popular Comparisons: Arnold Schoenberg, Charles Ives, Igor Stravinsky, Philip 

Glass, John Cage 
• Similar Genres: Drama-Horror/Suspense, Ambient, Jazz-Avant-Garde 

 
Classical-Opera — Opera is a form of musical theatre that developed in Italy around 
1600. Inclusive of the entire spectrum of classical music styles, opera features solo and 
choral singing, as well as drama, dance, costumes and staging.  Claudio Monteverdi is 
often cited as the first composer of note to embrace the form. Its influence eventually 
spread to other countries, like Germany, France and England, with composers 
establishing operatic traditions in their respective homelands. The flowering of the Bel 
Canto style – which means “beautiful song” or “beautiful singing” – took place during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Rossini, Donizetti and Bellini are among the most 
well known composers of Bel Canto. The mid- to late-nineteenth century saw a highpoint 
in opera, with Richard Wagner in Germany and Giuseppe Verdi in Italy. Wozzeck, by 
Austrian composer Alban Berg, is one famous example of an opera in the modern school 
known as “serialism.” 
• Popular Comparisons: The Magic Flute, Mozart; Rigoletto, Verdi; Carmen, Bizet; 

The Threepenny Opera, Weill 
• Similar Genres: Classical-Baroque, Classical-Classical, Classical-Romantic 

 
Country-Alternative — Falling outside of contemporary/pop Country music, Alt 
Country sometimes utilizes less traditional instruments and motifs, and could often be 
characterized as the new classic country. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Lucinda Williams, Steve Earle, early Wilco, Whiskeytown 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Roots Rock, Folk, Country-Classic   

 
Country-Bluegrass — An outgrowth of country music, typically with hard, fast tempos, 
high, close harmonies, and a pronounced emphasis on instrumental technique; common 
instrumentation includes banjo, fiddle, upright bass and acoustic guitar.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Bill Monroe, Flat and Scruggs, Ralph Stanley (O Brother 

Where Art Thou), Ricky Scaggs 
• Similar Genres:  Country-Classic, Folk  

 
Country-Classic — Think Grand Ole Opry in Nashville.  This genre is the classic 
country sound, using simple song structures delivered with a distinct Southern twang.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Hank Williams, Johnny Paycheck, Earnest Tubb, Patsy 

Cline, Johnny Cash 
• Similar Genres:  Country-Bluegrass, Country-Alternative, Country-

Contemporary/Pop, Folk, Rock-Roots Rock 
 
Country-Contemporary/Pop — Built on classic country instrumentation and song 
structures but adding a greater inclination toward pop melodies and pop production. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Garth Brooks, Shania Twain, Faith Hill, Tim Mcgraw 
• Similar Genres:  Country-Classic, Pop-Adult Contemporary, Rock-Roots Rock 

 
Disco — A sound popularized in the mid-1970s, growing out of early 70s Funk and Soul 
grooves with the addition of more mainstream sounds, like strings and pop melodies; 
primarily dance music.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Bee Gee’s, Village People, Donna Summer, K.C. & the 

Sunshine Band  



• Similar Genres:  Electronic-House/Dance, Funk, R&B-Classic, Pop-Electronic 
 
 
Easy Listening — Easy Listening music is designed to be soothing and relaxing. The 
primary characteristic of easy listening is that it's pleasant and easy on the ears.  This 
genre often evokes earlier musical eras.    
• Popular Comparisons:  Burt Bacharach, Barry Manilow, Liberace, Henry Mancini, 

Nelson Riddle  
• Similar Genres:  New Age, Pop-Adult Contemporary, Jazz-Pop/Light, 

Lounge/Exotica, Specialty-Human Drama/Emotions 
 
 
Electronic-Ambient — This is the friendliest of all of our Electronic genres.  Beats of 
varying tempos and varieties with atmospheric sounds both textural and melodic. 
• Popular Comparisons:  The Orb, Aphex Twin, Brian Eno 
• Similar Genres:  Borrows elements from various Electronic genres. 

 
 
Electronic-Big Beat — Big rock-type beats, catchy “pop” melodies with identifiable 
hooks.  Tempos are typically 110-130 bpm (Medium Fast).   
• Popular Comparisons:  Fatboy Slim, Prodigy, Chemical Brothers 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-TwoStep/Garage, Electronic-Trip Hop  

 
 
Electronic-Breakbeat — Sped up rhythms from hip hop and funk mixed with techno 
keyboards and sampling to schizophrenic, choppy effect.  Typically 125-140 bpm 
(Medium Fast-Fast). 
• Popular Comparisons:  Freq Nasty, Cubase, DJ Icey, Uberzone 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-DrumNBass/Jungle, Electronic-TwoStep/Garage 

 
Electronic-Drum’n’Bass/Jungle — Extremely fast and complex polyrhythms and 
breakbeats.  Melodies and textures are used, but sometimes sparsely, relying more on the 
beat to keep your attention.  DnB/Jungle is typically between 160-180 bpm (Very Fast). 
• Popular Comparisons:  Grooverider, Ed Rush, Goldie, DJ Krust, Roni Size, Bad 

Company 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Breakbeat, Electronic-TwoStep/Garage 

 
 
Electronic-Electro — Electro uses early synthesizer technology with sensibilities similar 
to both techno and early hip-hop to create its sound.  Tempos and moods vary. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Afrika Bambaataa, Autechre, Plaid 
• Similar Genres:  Hip Hop-Old School, Electronic-Techno 

 
 
Electronic-Experimental — This genre contains music that typically integrates elements 
from other electronic genres but uses a more experimental, less definable approach in 
terms of its sounds and rhythms.      
• Popular Comparisons:  Oval, Squarepusher, John McEntire, EBN 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Experimental/Post,  

 
 



Electronic-House/Dance/Progressive — This is the classic electronic dance music 
sound.  The steady four-on-the-floor bass drum beat characterizes this music most 
distinctly.  It is often textured with other chordal or melodic instrumentation as well, 
meant to engage the listener.  House/Dance music is typically between 110-130 bpm 
(Medium Fast).  
• Popular Comparisons:  Danny Tenaglia, Carl Cox, Frankie Knuckles 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Trance, Electronic-TwoStep/Garage 

 
Electronic-Industrial — Dissonant, abrasive music that grew out of the electronic 
experiments of post-punk bands. The music is largely electronic, with fast, pounding 
drum machines and samples.  The moods are generally dark and/or aggressive, while 
tempos vary.      
• Popular Comparisons:  Nine Inch Nails, Ministry, Skinny Puppy, Meat Beat 

Manifesto 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Metal/Alternative Metal 

 
Electronic-Lounge/Chillout – This soulful music is a fusion of House, Jazz and R&B. 
The mood is upbeat and funky and often incorporates vocals. The instrumentation weighs 
heavily on organic instruments such as acoustic bass and various keyboards mixed with 
electronic sounds and ambience.  
• Popular Comparisons:  St. Germain, Hird, Jazzflora, The Similou, Theivery 

Corporation, Kruder & Dorfmeister 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-House 

 
Electronic-Techno — Techno music uses strictly electronic devices and synthesized 
beats.  The emphasis is placed on pounding rhythms, hard bass grooves and edgy, minor-
key melodies.  Techno’s tempos are usually between 130-150 bpm (Medium Fast, Fast). 
• Popular Comparisons:  Derrick May, Orbital, Juan Atkins 
• Similar Genres: House, Trance, Industrial      

          
Electronic-Trance — Trance music emphasizes hypnotic synthesizer lines and slowly 
evolving textures repeated throughout tracks to create a trance-like effect. Similar to 
House music, Trance utilizes a four-on-the-floor bass drum but is usually faster than 
House.  Tempos are typically between 128-150bpm (Medium Fast-Fast) 
• Popular Comparisons:  Paul Van Dyk, John Digweed, Tiesto 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-House/Dance, Electronic-Ambient 

 
 
Electronic-Trip Hop/Downtempo — Trip Hop is quite experimental in nature and uses 
downtempo funk, soul and jazz-inflected breakbeats combined with atmospherics, which, 
not surprisingly, is how the genre got its name. Downtempo is very similar but relies 
more on the beat and is less organic.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Portishead, Tricky, Massive Attack, DJ Spooky, Morcheeba, 

DJ Food, Bjork, DJ Krush 
• Similar Genres:  Hip Hop-Experimental/Alternative, Electronic-Ambient 

 
 
Folk — Acoustic, guitar-based music first coming into popularity in the 1950s and 
continuing to evolve with the influence of rock’n’roll into various hybrids.      
• Popular Comparisons:  Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie, Joan Baez, Kingston Trio, Bob 

Dylan, Indigo Girls  
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Roots Rock 



 
 
Funk — An experimental concoction of the late-60’s, combining soul with rock textures. 
Funk kept the groove of soul but made it deeper and more punctuated.   
• Popular Comparisons:  James Brown, Sly & the Family Stone, Tower of Power, 

George Clinton – Parliament/Funkedelic  
• Similar Genres:  RnB-Classic, RnB-Urban Contemporary   

 
Gospel/Religious — Music you might hear in the church of your choice.  Our genre 
primarily consists of music reminiscent of African-American Southern Gospel.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Mahalia Jackson, Rev. James Cleveland  
• Similar Genres:  Jazz-Dixieland/Ragtime, Funk 

 
Gothic — An ethereal blend of live and/or electronic instruments, often using ethnic 
scales and instruments in combination with ambient keyboard textures or floating vocal 
sounds.  Often dark or melancholic in its mood.       
• Popular Comparisons:  Dead Can Dance, Enigma, Cocteau Twins, This Mortal Coil  
• Similar Genres:  Ambient, New Age, Drama 

 
Hip Hop-Experimental/Alternative — This style of Hip Hop is based on complex 
lyrics and rhyme-flow as well as dramatic turntablist skills and abstract beat 
arrangements. One can find elements from a variety of genres not traditionally found in 
Hip Hop, including Country, Baroque, Middle Eastern or Indian, etc. Considered to be 
outside the mainstream, this style subsequently experiences less airtime on television and 
radio. Alt Hip Hop’s lyrics often criticize the materialism of pop Hip Hop culture and 
tend to focus on positive messages of social progress. Sonically, it frequently borrows 
from classic Soul, Funk and Jazz.   
• Popular Comparisons:  RJD2, DJ Shadow, Common, Mos Def, Black Star, Jurassic 

5, The Scratch Pickles, Blackalicious 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Trip Hop, Hip Hop-Pop/Modern    

 
Hip Hop-Gangsta/Hardcore — Favoring edgy beats and dark textures, 
Gangsta/Hardcore frequently highlights the drum beat and lyrics more than other Hip 
Hop genres. Lyrical content is emphasized above lyrical flow, and topics often focus on 
gang and drug cultures as well as street life; generally graphic in lyrical content.      
• Popular Comparisons:  Dr. Dre, 2Pac, Ice Cube, Wu-Tang Clan, M.O.P. 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Trip Hop, Hip Hop-Pop/Modern 

 
Hip Hop-Old School — Classic Hip Hop styling with simpler beats and structures than 
modern Hip Hop; often focused on repeated and familiar sample loops, catchy hooks and 
anthem choruses. Much of Old School has the intended destination of club play. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Run DMC, Sugarhill Gang, Grandmaster Flash 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Electro   

 
 
Hip Hop-Pop/Modern — Contemporary Hip Hop, hooky and infectious, has roots in 
Old School’s song patterns, but is produced more with beat machines and keyboards than 
samples. Pop/Modern has a cleaner sound with generally better production quality. Beats 
and textures vary; R&B singers and Reggae vocalists are often incorporated for added 
styling. Commonly used in mainstream radio and television. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Outkast, Kanye West, Missy Elliot, Jay-Z 



• Similar Genres:  Hip Hop-Experimental/Alternative, R&B-Modern/Urban 
Contemporary 

 
Jazz-20's – 40's — The earliest style of jazz that started in the ghettos of New Orleans. 
Ensemble-oriented with fairly strict roles for each instrument, Jazz from the 20’s – 40’s 
generally features a trumpet or cornet providing a melodic lead, harmonies from the 
trombone, countermelodies by the clarinet, and a steady rhythm stated by the rhythm 
section (which usually consists of piano, banjo or guitar, tuba or bass, and drums). This 
music is a direct descendant of marching brass bands, and, although overlapping with 
Dixieland, tends to de-emphasize solos in favor of ensembles featuring everyone playing 
and improvising together. However, that gradually changed during this time period as the 
volume of increasingly adventurous horn soloists contributed their own unique style to 
the movement allowing numerous sub-genres to take shape, such as Boogie-Woogie, 
Swing and Bop.  
• Popular Comparisons: Fletcher Henderson, Clarence Williams, Bix Beiderbecke, 

Louis Armstrong, Fats Waller, Duke Ellington, Louis Prima, Benny Goodman 
• Similar Genres: Jazz-Dixieland/Ragtime, Jazz-Traditional/Bebop, Jazz-Swing, Jazz-

Vocal Jazz 
 
Jazz-Bebop/Traditional — This is the classic jazz sound of the 30s, 40s and 50s. 
Ensembles tending to be less than seven pieces with a soloist.  Tempos vary from very 
fast bop to ballad-tempo standards. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Louis Armstrong, 

Thelonious Monk,   John Coltrane, Miles Davis (Kind of Blue) 
• Similar Genres:  Jazz-Free/Avant Garde, Jazz-Latin, Jazz-Swing/Big Band 

 
Jazz-Free/Avant-Garde — Free Jazz is a departure from other jazz styles in that the 
players don’t always follow a formal progression or structure.  Any soloist or even the 
entire ensemble may go into any unpredictable direction they choose, but often only after 
establishing some theme.  There can also be the use of discordant harmonies or odd 
rhythmic structures.  The term Avant-Garde is used to suggest that this genre is jazz-
based but simply more eclectic than traditional Jazz.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Ornette Coleman, mid-60’s John Coltrane, Sun Ra, Alice 

Coltrane, Pharoah Sanders, Medeski Martin and Wood, John Zorn 
• Similar Genres:  Jazz-Fusion, Kid/Quirky 

 
Jazz-Fusion — A mixture of jazz improvisation with the power and rhythms of rock.  A 
mostly electrified sound.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Return To Forever, Weather Report, Mahavishnu Orchestra, 

70’s Miles Davis (Bitches Brew), Herbie Hancock (Sextant), Al Dimeola, Charlie 
Hunter 

• Similar Genres:  Rock-Roots Rock, Jazz-Jazz Pop/Light Jazz 
 
Jazz-Pop/Light Jazz — Jazz-pop is a collection of styles that convey jazz flavor and 
contain some improvisation but are not necessarily devoted to jazz as their primary 
approach. Often a light form of jazz fusion or traditional jazz mixed with a pop, R&B or 
easy listening. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Kenny G, Chuck Mangione,  Herb Alpert, Spyro Gyra, Lee 

Ritenour 
• Similar Genres:  Jazz-Fusion, New Age 

 
Jazz-Latin — Jazz combined with Latin forms, rhythms and/or instrumentation. 



• Popular Comparisons:  Antonio Carlos Jobim, Buena Vista Social Club, Stan Getz, 
Arturo Sandoval 

• Similar Genres:  Latin-Brazilian-Bossa Nova, Latin-Salsa 
 
Jazz-Dixieland/Ragtime — Ragtime is syncopated piano music from is late-1800s and 
early-1900s, whose structure blends aspects of classical music and marches.  Dixieland 
incorporates many Ragtime melodies primarily using horns and drums.  These two styles 
were precursors to traditional Jazz.    
• Popular Comparisons:  Scott Joplin, Leon Redbone, James P. Johnson 
• Popular Songs:  Sweet Georgia Brown, Theme from The Sting 

 
Jazz-Swing/Big Band — This genre covers the classic era of Swing in the 1930s and 
40s, as well as Western Swing and the new Swing Revival.  Melodic horn arrangements 
and a danceable, swinging beat typify this music.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Brian Setzer Orchestra, 

Squirrel Nut Zippers 
• Similar Genres:  Rockabilly, Jazz-Traditional 

 
Kids/Quirky — This genre covers a wide array of music that has a quirky and/or 
childlike feel. Some things that are Quirky aren’t always just for Kids, so check this 
genre out if you’re looking for odd or offbeat tracks. Also included in this genre is the 
classic sing-along or nursery-rhyme style.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Chris Ballew (Pres. of the USA, and a member of the Pump 

Audio catalog), Carl Stalling (Warner Bros Cartoons), Raffi, Barney, Pokemon, 
Sesame St., Teletubbies 

• Similar Genres:  Rock-Experimental/Post Rock  
 
Latin-Bachata — Bachata is a traditional folk music of the Dominican Republic that 
could be likened to a slowed-down Merengue–the island’s fast-paced dance music–but is 
more akin to the Bolero in tempo and mood. Developed as early as the 1950’s in the 
ranks of the island’s lower classes, Bachata was played on homemade instruments often 
crafted from items otherwise slated for disposal. In some regions, the word is a 
colloquialism for “trash,” but is more commonly known to signify a raucous party. 
Bachata usually addresses themes of sadness or melancholy, not unlike the Blues. 
Shunned for its streetwise attitude and explicit content, such as crime and prostitution, the 
music often did not receive extensive radio play early on, though it remained popular 
with the people, as evidenced by record sales. Bachata usually features a bright amplified 
guitar using effects such as reverb, chorus and delay, playing arpeggiated chord-patterns. 
Other instruments commonly include a second guitar (“segunda”), bass and güira, a 
serrated metal cylinder played with a fork or a stiff brush. In recent decades, younger 
artists both in the Dominican Republic and New York have revived the genre, 
introducing sophisticated arrangements and slick production, and even incorporating 
elements of RnB and Hiphop.   
• Popular Comparisons: Aventura, Juan Luis Guerra, Los Toros Band, Andy Andy, 

Luis Vargas 
• Similar genres: Salsa, Merengue 

 
Latin-Bolero — The Bolero is a dance-form developed in Spain in the late eighteenth 
century. It usually featured a vocalist accompanied by guitar and castanets, and could be 
danced to by a couple or an individual. It was introduced to Latin America through Cuba, 
where it took hold in the island’s song tradition. There, the music began to be performed 
by trios and quartets in the 1920’s and 30’s—such as the Trio Matamoros—who added 



lush harmonies and several guitars. Bolero spread through much of Latin America and 
took particularly strong root in Mexico, a country that has produced some of the most 
well-known Bolero composers, such as Agustín Lara. Many Mariachi and Norteno 
groups still include the Bolero in their repertoire. While the Bolero has seen many 
incarnations—most famously as a classical concert piece by Maurice Ravel and by jazz 
bands during the big band era—the Bolero is mainly known as a mid-tempo romantic 
ballad played on Spanish-style guitars. Most recently, Mexican pop singers such as the 
Luis Miguel and Alejandro Fernández recorded new versions of classics, renewing its 
popularity with younger generations of Latin Americans.  
• Popular Comparisons: Beny Moré, Jerry Rivera, Agustín Lara, Orquesta Aragón 
• Similar genres: Tango  

 
Latin-Brazilian-Bossa Nova — One of Brazil’s major exports during the late-1950’s 
was Bossa Nova. The phenomenon began in large part due to the efforts of three men: 
composer Antônio Carlos Jobim, lyricist Vinícius de Moraes and João Gilberto, a self-
taught guitarist and singer whose innovations brought about many of the key elements of 
Bossa Nova. Though not the first time they would collaborate, it was the soundtrack to 
the 1959 movie Black Orpheus that gained popularity for Bossa Nova the world over. 
The rhythms of Bossa Nova are rooted in Samba, but are much slower. Many of the 
African-based Brazilian percussion instruments of Samba are stripped away; often, Bossa 
Nova is performed simply by a singer accompanied on nylon-string guitar. The singing 
style is subdued and plaintive, without much ornamentation, and Bossa Nova often 
features lush orchestral arrangements. Because of its similarities to “Cool” Jazz, Bossa 
Nova attracted many musicians from that West Coast school, who often teamed up with 
Brazilian musicians. When tenor saxophonist Stan Getz recorded "The Girl From 
Ipanema” with João Gilberto, and his singer wife, Astrud, the song became an 
international hit. Bossa Nova reached a peak in popularity during the mid-60’s, but 
remains vital today, both on its own and as part of the Jazz canon.  
• Popular Comparisons: Astrud Gilberto, João Gilberto, Antonio Carlos Jobim, Sergio 

Mendes, Vinícius de Moraes 
• Similar genres: Traditional Jazz, Latin Jazz, Tropicalia, Lounge 

 
Latin-Brazilian-Capoeira — Capoeira music is derived from a Brazilian form of martial 
arts begun by enslaved Africans in that country during the 16th century. Members would 
form a circle (roda), and would alternate between playing instruments, singing and 
fighting in pairs at the center of the circle. Capoeira was a manner in which Africans 
could maintain a sense of identity, community, resist oppression and practice an art form. 
Some historians believe that the native indigenous peoples of Brazil contributed to the art 
form as well. One common instrument is the berimbau, a bowed, single-stringed 
instrument with a dried gourd at the base, usually struck with a stick and emitting a 
twangy, plucked sound. Another is the pandeiro, which looks much like a tambourine but 
can be tuned by the player and has different playing techniques than the tambourine. The 
music is usually led by a mestre, either in narrative form or by call-and-response. Lyrical 
topics include stories about famous Capoeirists, everyday occurrences and events that are 
taking place within the roda circle. Capoeria is very much an indigenous folk music 
whose tradition is maintained today by special schools known as Filhos Do Capoeira, 
cultural institutions and adherents. At the same time, younger artists are mixing Capoeira 
with electronic music, creating a new, high-energy dance music. 
• Popular Comparisons: Mestre Suassuna, Nazare Pereira, Capoeira Twins, Impakto 

Latino  
• Similar Genres: World-Tribal, World-African 

 



Latin – Brazilian – Choro Choro is a Brazilian musical style which predates Samba and 
Bossa Nova, and has roots in Portuguese Fado. “Choro” literally means “weeping” or “to 
cry,” and the music inherited a mournful sense of nostalgia from its ancestor, Fado, 
which means “Fate.” Usually played by small combos which included guitars, flutes, the 
Brazilian cavaquinhos (a small guitar), and less regularly mandolins, clarinets and 
saxophones, Choro was commonly played at carnivals and festivals. The style dates back 
to 19th century Rio de Janeiro, but experienced a surge in popularity during the dawn of 
radio broadcasting. By the 1960’s, Choro had been supplanted by Samba and Bossa 
Nova, but renewed interest came in 1977 and 1978 when national festivals were 
televised, sparking interest in the genre among younger generations of musicians. Choro 
even drew interest from artists in the United States, such as Mike Marshall, who released 
“Mike Marshall & Choro Famoso” in 2004.      
Popular Comparisons: Paulino da Viola, Mike Marshall 
Similar Genres: Musica Popular Brasilera/Brazilian Pop, Latin Jazz 
 
Latin-Brazilian-Brazilian Pop/MPB/Tropicalia — Parallel to the United States, 
political tensions in Brazil during the mid/late-60’s gave rise to social unrest, and 
Tropicalia was born. Tropicalia is a movement whose music was bound together more by 
an emphasis on socially conscious lyrics than by any particular musical style. While 
diverse, Tropicalia did see the incorporation of American Rock and Pop into Brazilian 
music. With the psychedelic rock band, Os Mutantes, at one end of the spectrum, and the 
more pop-oriented music of Gal Costa at the other, Tropicalia represented an explosion in 
creatively for Brazilian Music. During the 70’s, Tropicalia evolved into MPB, or 
Brazilian Pop, which encompasses the wealth of Brazil’s traditional folk styles—
especially Afro-Brazilian sounds emanating from the state of Bahia—along with 
increasingly sophisticated harmonies associated with American Jazz. Unlike its folk 
predecessors, MPB also includes electric guitars and bass, keyboards and the full drum 
kit. Here again, socially conscious lyrics are prevalent.  
• Popular Comparisons: Milton Nascimento, Chico Buarque, Caetano Veloso, Dori 

Caymmi and Gilberto Gil 
• Similar Styles: Latin Pop, Bossa Nova, Samba 

 
Latin-Brazilian-Samba — One of Brazil’s most recognized forms of song and dance, 
the Samba originated in and around Rio de Janeiro during the early nineteen-hundreds. 
Woven into the fabric of Brazilian culture, the Samba has yielded distinct forms in 
different regions of the country; even the term itself has varying connotations throughout 
Brazil. Samba’s melodies and harmonies bear the mark of Portuguese influence, and 
often, choruses are sung in unison. The complex layering of rhythms is passed down from 
the many rich traditions brought to Brazil by African slaves. Instrumentation and group 
size may vary, but nylon-string guitars are common, as are a wealth of African-
influenced hand-percussion instruments, such as the pandeiro. Samba is often played 
during outdoor carnivals and festivals by escolas de samba (Samba schools)—a 
longstanding tradition in Brazil—yet its sensual rhythms, breezy harmonies and laid-back 
feel have garnered the Samba international popularity for decades.  
• Popular Comparisons: Alcione, Beth Carvalho, Paulinho da Viola, Grupo Batuque 
• Similar Styles: Salsa, Merengue and Mambo 

 
Latin-Cha Cha Cha — The Cha Cha Cha is a dance-form that gained huge attention 
during the Latin-craze of the 1950’s and maintained its popularity well into the 1960’s. It 
was introduced to Cuban dance floors by composer and violinist Enrique Jorrín and his 
Orquesta América in the early 1950’s. The term was derived from what Jorrín described 
as the sound of the dancers feet shuffling across the floor. The dance developed out of the 



Mambo section of the Cuban Danzón. Early on, however, it was simply known as the 
“mambo-rhumba” or “mambo with guiro rhythm.” The Cha Cha Cha is typically slower 
than other styles, such as the Mambo or Guaracha, and features a 2/3 clave rhythm. 
• Popular Comparisons: Xavier Cugat, Orquesta Aragón, Alex Torres, Al Castellanos 
• Similar Styles: Son, Salsa, Mambo 

 
Latin-Cumbia — According to tradition, Cumbia began as a courtship dance between 
the indigenous peoples of Colombia and Africans. The original form of the music 
featured a variety of African and native percussion instruments, and some ensembles 
included indigenous cactus-wood flutes known as gaitas (a name given them by Spanish 
colonizers who thought they sounded like Galician bagpipes). The music is most often 
sung in Spanish, and inherited its melodic sensibility from the Spanish. Today, Cumbia 
includes electric guitar, bass guitar, modern drums (as well as other percussion), and 
accordion, which has come to the fore as a main instrument. Because Cumbia developed 
on Columbia’s northern coast, it incorporated influences from the Caribbean; most 
notably, its rhythm—a steady backbeat, which bears a close resemblance to Reggae. As 
Cumbia’s popularity spread through Central America, it gained special popularity in 
Mexico, where it bears marked differences from the original folk music of Colombia.  
• Popular Comparisons: Los Angeles Azules, Alfredo Gutierrez, Carlos Vives, 

Tamara 
• Similar styles: Cha Cha Cha, Vallenato     

 
Latin-Mambo — The Mambo first developed as a subsection of the Cuban Danzón in 
the late 1930’s, later becoming a musical form and dance style in its own right. During 
the 1940’s and 50’s, the mambo—now played by large dance bands—reached a peak in 
popularity both in Latin America and the United States (New York particularly). The 
Mambo is a lively number with moderate to fast tempos. When included as a section of a 
larger piece, the Mambo is usually instrumental, featuring rhythmically complex and 
syncopated horn lines. The word Mambo (“conversation with the Gods”) is of Haitian 
Creole origins, and is used to refer to a Voodoo priestess. As musical lingo though, it was 
used to refer to the section of the music where brass players would solo and trade licks, 
driving dancers in to euphoric state of excitement.  
• Popular Comparisons: Celia Cruz, Tito Puente, Machito, Beny Moré, Desi Arnaz 
• Similar styles: Salsa, Cha Cha Cha, Son 

 
Latin-Merengue — is the fast-paced dance music of the Dominican Republic, usually 
played in 2/4, or cut time. Merengue developed early in the twentieth century – a 
combination of European and West African forms. In its earliest incarnation, it was 
performed on Spanish-style guitar and Congolese marímbula. The accordion took the 
place of the guitar, and the marímbula was replaced by upright bass (however today, 
electric bass is most common). Signature rhythm instruments include the tambora drum, a 
two-sided drum, and the guiro, a scraper. The music also usually features a vocalist and a 
call-and-response section. In the 1930’s, dictator Rafael Trujillo elevated Merengue to 
the island’s national music, and since then has grown to be played by ensembles featuring 
bass, piano, and large brass and woodwind sections, where the saxophones eventually 
replaced the accordion as a lead instrument. Merengue’s popularity has extended beyond 
the Dominican Republic, particularly to Miami and New York.  
• Popular Comparisons: Antony Santos, Ilegales, Rikarena, Victor Roque 
• Similar Genres: Salsa, Bachata, Tropical 

 
Latin-Latin Pop — refers to Pop music from Latin America sung mainly in Spanish. An 
international style, Latin Pop retains subdued elements from a range of Latin genres, but 



is strongly informed by the slick production style of American pop. During the 1980’s, 
Latin club scenes in New York and Miami gave rise to Latin-influenced dance music 
which made heavy use of drum machines and synthesizers, further helping to shape the 
mould for Latin Pop. Artists such as Ricky Martin typify the style at it’s height of 
popularity during the late 1990’s, but previous artists include Gloria Estefan, Julio 
Iglesias, and reach as far back as the late-1950’s with Richie Valens. Today, Hiphop is 
among the newest styles to make contributions to Latin Pop.  
• Popular Comparisons: Marc Anthony, Lou Bega, Gloria Estefan, Ricky Martin  
• Similar Genres: Pop, Salsa, Musica Popular Brasilera/Brazilian Pop 

 
Latin-Reggaeton — Drawing on influences from such diverse locations as Panama, 
Jamaica, Puerto Rico and other Latin American and Caribbean cultures, Reggaeton is a 
burgeoning new  musical form. It blends Reggae, Dancehall and Latin Rhythms with 
Hip-Hop-style lyrics and takes on a character of its own. The standard beat is called 
“Dem Bow” which  combines “four-on-the-floor” house rhythms with a syncopated, 
funkier reggae feel. This, combined with persistent and hard-hitting Spanish rapping over 
electronic textures and  keyboard sounds comprises most Reggaeton. 
• Popular Comparisons: N.O.R.E., Daddy Yankee, Shabba Ranks  
• Similar Genres: Reggae/Dub, Hip Hop-Pop Modern, Latin-Latin Pop 

 
Latin-Rock — Latin Rock, also known as Rock en Español (Rock in Spanish), owes a 
huge debt to Carlos Santana, who was among the first to mix the poly-rhythms and 
instrumentation of Latin music with the heavy-driving sounds of hard rock, i.e., 
overdriven guitars, Hammond organ, electric bass and a full drum kit. However, British-
invasion inspired bands—who performed more traditional styles of rock, but sang in 
Spanish—are evidenced throughout Latin America as early as 1967/68, by such acts as 
Argentina’s Almendra and Peru’s Traffic Sound. Today, Latin Rock remains a widely-
defined term, inclusive of the Hiphop-influenced rock of L.A.’s Ozomatli, Puerto Rico’s 
heavy riff-driven Puya, and the more pop-oriented rock of Colombia’s Aterciopelados, 
and is sung in either English or Spanish.  
• Popular Comparisons: Santana, Los Lobos, Ozomatli, La Ley, Mano Negra, Puya, 

Soda Stereo 
• Similar Genres: Classic/Hard Rock, Metal, Hiphop, Pop Rock 

 
Latin-Salsa — Salsa is a difficult genre to define precisely because it encompasses 
various styles – such as the Son, Mambo, Guaracha, Bomba and Merengue – and 
incorporates influences from Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Venezuela, 
Colombia and other Latin American nations. The claves—two rounded wooden sticks 
which are struck together—are a unifying instrument for all forms of Salsa, providing the 
core, usually syncopated, pulse. Undoubtedly, Afro-Cuban music and Son in particular, 
form the foundation for Salsa music. During the 40s and 50s, Salsa was championed in 
New York by Puerto Rican artists such as Tito Puente and Tito Rodriguez. Commonly 
known until that time as Afro-Cuban Jazz—because it mixed the rhythms of Afro-Cuban 
music with the harmonic sensibilities of Jazz—the term Salsa (which means “sauce”), 
came about during that time perhaps to avoid the “Afro-Cuban” label, since the political 
rift between the U.S. and Cuba had begun. During the 1970’s, Salsa hit a peak in 
popularity, not only on the U.S. East Coast, but also in South and Central America, 
Europe, and even Africa and Japan. More and more, Salsa became fused with the identity 
of Puerto Ricans in New York. Salsa bands began adding Puerto Rican forms to their 
repertoire, such as the Bomba and Plena. Puerto Rico also produced some of the genres 
most well-known artists, such as El Gran Combo; Venezuela and Colombia, likewise, 
produced important Salsa artists. Despite the variety of influences absorbed by Salsa, 



common factors include the central role of the timbales, jazz harmonies, the heavy use of 
trombones and the influence of Puerto Rican rhythms and instruments.  
• Popular Comparisons: Marc Anthony, Rubén Blades, Willie Colón, Johnny Pacheco 
• Similar Genres: Latin Pop, Tropical 

 
Latin-Son — One of Cuba’s earliest forms of folk music, Son resulted from the merging 
of Cuba’s Trova tradition—Spanish-influenced by instrumentation (guitar), and lyrical 
content—with African-based rhythms, harmonies and percussion instruments, such as 
bongos, maracas, güiro and claves. Initially a music of the working class, Son came about 
during the second half of the 19th century in the province of Oriente. Son is the source of 
many modern styles of Latin music, having produced hybrids that brought several forms 
into the mainstream of Cuban music, such as the Afro-Son, Guajira-Son, Rumba-Son and 
others. The Son is usually in 2/4, relies heavily on a syncopated rhythm section, and 
features the Tres—a native-Cuban guitar with six strings set in unison to G, C and E—as 
a main instrument. In the 1940’s, famed tres player and bandleader Arsenio Rodriguez, 
pioneered the son-montuno, which contains a vamp section featuring call-and-response 
vocal patterns and horn solos.   
• Popular Comparisons: Celia Cruz, Arsenio Rodriguez, Buena Vista Social Club, Los 

Van Van 
• Similar styles: Mambo, Salsa 

 
Latin-Tropical — Tropical is an umbrella term used to describe music that is either 
from, or influenced by the music of Caribbean islands such as Cuba, Puerto Rico and the 
Dominican Republic. While Tropical is inclusive of traditional forms, such as Salsa, 
Merengue and Cumbia (which bears rhythmic similarities to Reggae), the style is geared 
toward Latin Pop radio, with a contemporary feel, modern production value, and at times, 
the inclusion of loops, synthesizers and other electronic elements. Club-inspired dance 
tracks also fall within the scope of the Tropical genre.  
• Popular Comparisons: Marc Anthony, Elvis Crespo, Celia Cruz, Johnny Pacheco, 

Tito Rodriguez  
• Similar Genres: Brazilian Pop, Latin Pop, Salsa and Merengue 

 
Latin-Mexican-Banda — Banda is a fusion of traditional Mexican and German musical 
forms, originating between Northern Mexico and Southern Texas, the latter being home 
to a large population of German-Americans. A Banda ensemble will often feature up to 
20 musicians, as well as large percussion and brass/woodwind sections—including the 
tuba as its main bass instrument. There is usually a lead vocalist, and sometimes second 
and third singers. The traditional polka “oom-pah” beat is commonly kept by the horn 
section, and fused with upbeat, celebratory mariachi-style horns and percussive accents 
and flourishes. Bandas often include other musical forms in their repertoire, such as 
cumbias, polkas, marches, foxtrots and rancheras, but these are always distinguished by 
the large brass/woodwind sections of Banda.  
• Popular comparisons: El Coyote Y Su Banda, Banda El Recodo, Banda El Recreo, 

Banda Espuela De Oro, Banda Maguey 
• Similar Genres: Mariachi, Norteño  

 
Latin-Mexican-Mariachi — Originating in the Mexican state of Jalisco, Mariachi dates 
back to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with strong roots in the Spanish-
influenced culture of that period. Mariachi bands commonly play at weddings and other 
important social gatherings. Experts debate whether the term is derived from the French 
mariage, for marriage or wedding. Mariachi ensembles are distinguished by their large 
Mexican sombreros and traditional charro outfits. The classic Mariachi ensemble features 



two trumpets, two violins, a vihuela (a small, five-stringed guitar), jarana (a mid-sized 
five-stringed guitar), and a large bass guitar known as the guitarrón. At times upbeat and 
celebratory, at other times nostalgic and filled with romantic balladry, Mariachi draws 
from an expansive repertoire of folk songs and dances. 
• Popular Comparisons: Antonio Aguilar, Mariachi Sol de México, Mariachi Azteca 
• Similar Genres: Tejano, Norteño, Banda 

 
Latin-Mexican-Norteño — Norteño, or “Northern” music, was given its name because 
it developed in the Northern part of Mexico. Primarily a dance-music played by small 
combos, or conjuntos, Norteño bears a strong resemblance to Tejano. However, Norteño 
is more rural than urban, and its rhythms are more subdued than Tejano. Due to the 
influence of German, Czech and other European immigrants in Texas, Norteño bears the 
influence of a diverse number of styles, including polkas, waltzes, mazurkas and 
schottisches. The rhythm section is driven by the accordion and bajo sexto, a 12-string 
baritone guitar. Unlike Banda, the beat in Norteño is typically kept by a drum kit or other 
percussive instruments rather than a horn section, and has a stronger Latin influence in its 
rhythm. 
• Popular Comparisons: Ramón Ayala, Grupo Límite, Los Huracanes del Norte, 

Conjunto Primavera 
• Similar Genres: Tejano, Banda 

 
Latin-Mexican-Tejano — A music that expresses the unique experience and identity of 
working-class Mexicans living in Texas, Tejano—originally a mixture of traditional 
Mexican folk forms (with strong roots in Norteño) and American swing music—was 
pioneered by Beto Villa in the 1940’s and 50’s. However, it was Isidro López who 
introduced elements of Pop, Rock and classic R&B into Tejano, laying the ground-work 
for what the music would one day become. Today, it is far more polished and pop-
oriented, incorporating elements of Pop, Rock, Jazz, Funk and Country. The accordion is 
still present in Tejano, but not as consistently as in Norteño, and its instrumentation today 
is thoroughly modern, including electric guitar and bass, keyboards and synthesizers, as 
well as the full drum kit.  
• Popular comparisons: Freddy Fender, The Texas Tornados, Selena, Los Lobos 
• Similar Styles: Norteño, Banda, Mariachi 

 
Latin-Tango — Part of the musical heritage of Uruguay and Argentina, the Tango is 
particularly known for its connection to the latter. The Tango has roots dating back to the 
1700s, including the Creole Contradanza and Habanera of Cuba, the African Milonga and 
the Uruguayan Candombe. Connected first to slavery and then prostitution, the Tango 
was dismissed, ridiculed and parodied by Argentina’s upper-classes until it gained 
popularity in Paris during the 1920’s. The meter is usually in 2/4, and accents are 
strongly emphasized, adding a heightened sense of drama to the music. Common 
instrumentation includes piano, guitar, violins and the bandoneón, a type of accordion 
played by Astor Piazzolla, the Argentinean-born composer who wrote tangos 
incorporating elements of modern classical music and Jazz. A new trend, “Tango 
Nuevo,” has updated the form with the addition of different ethnic drums and even 
electronic drums and loops.  
• Popular Comparisons: Astor Piazzolla, Enrique Chia, Horacio Salgan, Hector Varela 
• Similar Genres: Bolero, Cha Cha Cha  

 
Latin – Vallenato Vallenato is a style of Colombian folk music, with roots in Cumbia, 
which developed during the mid-twentieth century on Colombia’s northern coastal 
region—the term literally means “of the valley.” Common instruments are the accordion, 



bongo and güiro. Vallenato is made up of four different types: son (slow in tempo), paseo 
(among the most popular styles of Vallenato), merengue (faster, and related to Dominican 
merengue), and puya (the most complex). Considered a music of the lower-classes in its 
early days, Vallenato’s lyrical themes usually address everyday occurrences, women and 
romantic love. When such high-profile artists are Gloria Estefan recorded in the genre 
during the 1990’s, it helped popularize Vallenato with younger generations of 
Colombians and spurred interest in more traditional forms of the genre.  
Popular Comparisons: Alfredo Gutierrez, Lisandro Meza, Los Embajadores Vallenatos 
Similar genres: Cumbia 
 
Lounge/Exotica — This genre is generally an eclectic offshoot of Easy Listening.  The 
foundation of which originated in the 50s and 60s, combining elements of Swing/Big 
Band music with exotic instruments and electronic sounds.  So-called “space age pop” 
emphasizes more futuristic sounds, while “Lounge” is the more reserved strain.  
“Exotica” typically incorporates elements from World music.  This genre has experienced 
quite a comeback in the last five years or so.    
• Popular Comparisons:  Martin Denny, Esquivel, Stereolab, Austin Powers 

Soundtrack 
• Similar Genres:  Easy Listening, Rock-Experimental/Post  

 
New Age — Music that aims to induce a sense of inner calm.  Generally, this music is 
harmonious and either meditative or inspirational in nature. New Age music can 
sometimes feature synthesizers and electronic textures, as well as various ethnic 
instruments.     
• Popular Comparisons:  George Winston, Enya, William Ackerman, Michael Hedges, 

Yanni, Carlos Nakai, Phillip Glass 
• Similar Genres:  Ambient, Electronic-Ambient, Classical 

 
 
Pop-Adult Contemporary — The lighter side of pop music, also incorporating elements 
of so-called Adult Alternative.  Friendly for the over-30 crowd.  Similar to alt pop rock 
and pop rock except that it’s not so guitar driven, i.e., distorted aggressive guitars.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Sarah McLaughlin, John Hiatt, Rickie Lee Jones, Squeeze, 

Natalie Merchant, Sting, Elton John, Bruce Hornsby, Fleetwood Mac, Paul Simon, 
Goo Goo Dolls (ballads) 

• Similar Genres:  Rock-Alternative Pop, Rock-Pop Rock, Rock-Roots Rock 
 
Pop-Electronic — Electronic music with pop melodies and structure.  Less sonically 
challenging than traditional forms of electronic music. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Kylie Minogue, Madonna (newer), Portishead 
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-House/Dance, Electronic-Trip Hop,  Pop-Teen    

 
Pop-Teen — Simpler forms of Pop-A/C and Pop-Electronic designed for the younger 
listener.  Often brighter, friendlier melodies and simpler structures are utilized. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Britney Spears, Backstreet Boys, Hanson,  Spice Girls 
• Similar Genres:  Pop-Electronic, Pop-Adult Contemporary, Rock-Pop Rock, Rock-

Alternative Pop    
 
R&B-Classic — The R&B sounds of the 50s-80s.  From James Brown grooves, and slow 
Barry White jams to the synth stylings of Cameo.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Marvin Gaye, Barry White, James Brown, Anita Baker, 

LeVert, Cameo 



• Similar Genres:  Funk, Jazz-Jazz Pop/Light Jazz, R&B-Modern Urban 
Contemporary 

 
R&B-Modern/Urban Contemporary — The R&B sounds of the 90s to the present. 
Greater hip hop influence and more polished production techniques.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Christina Aguilera, Babyface, Beyonce, J Lo, Justin 

Timberlake, Aaliyah, TLC, En Vogue, Maxwell, Erykah Bhadu, Boyz to Men, 
Brandy, Mary J. Blige, Ruben Stoddard 

• Similar Genres:  Hip Hop-Pop/Modern, R&B Classic, Funk, Jazz-Jazz Pop/Light 
Jazz   

 
Reggae/Dub — Reggae music was born in Jamiaca, with its roots in New Orleans R&B.  
This is the classic Island music sound.  Reggae is a slowed down version of its forefather, 
Ska, with skittering guitar and syncopated rhythms.  Dub, in this context, refers to 
remixing Reggae tunes using effects such as reverb and echo, while stripping out 
elements of the track.      
• Popular Comparisons:  Bob Marley, Burning Spear, Black Uhuru, Lee “Scratch” 

Perry, King   Tubby, Shabba Ranks, Yellowman 
• Similar Genres:  Ska, World-Island 

 
Rock-Alternative Pop — Lighter post-punk elements intended to be hooky and 
infectious.  Incorporates quirkier elements than Pop Rock and lighter elements than 
Alternative Rock.  Often includes odd or interesting textures and melodies, frequently 
multi-layered as opposed to the more singular approach of pop rock.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Dido, Fiona Apple, U2, Sarah McLaughlin, Tori Amos, The 

Cranberries, REM, Crowded House, Cornershop, Ben Folds Five, Aimee Mann 
• Similar Genres:  Pop-Adult Contemporary, Pop-Electronic, Rock-Pop Rock, Rock-

Experimental/Post   
 
Rock-Alternative Rock — Pop song structures incorporating extreme dynamic shifts 
with loud distorted guitars.  Influenced by Punk and Hard Rock, the emergence of 
Grunge in the '90s initially defined this genre.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Nirvana, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Garbage, Smashing 

Pumpkins, Papa Roach, Bush, Creed 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Metal/Alternative Metal, Rock-Hard Rock, Rock-Punk/Pop 

Punk 
 
Rock-Experimental/Post-Rock — Post-Rock initially emerged in the mid-'90s drawing 
from ambient, free-form jazz, avant garde, and electronic music more than rock.  The 
genre also combines this more experimental approach with the poppier/quirkier elements 
of Indie Rock. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Tortoise, Stereolab, Magnetic Fields, The Sea and Cake,     

Broadcast, Jim O’Rourke 
• Similar Genres:  Kids/Quirky, Rock-Alternative Pop, Rock-Indie Rock, 

Lounge/Exotica 
 
Rock-Hard Rock — This genre is all about loud distorted guitars, more swing in the 
backbeat than metal, and prominent, often hard-driving rhythms and riffs.   Guitar solos 
are often featured.  This is primarily the Hard Rock of the 70s and 80s.   
• Popular Comparisons:  The Who, Led Zeppelin, ZZ Top, Van Halen, Poison 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Alternative Rock, Rock-Metal/Alternative Metal, Rock-

Punk/Pop Punk 



 
Rock-Indie Rock — This is the rock sound of college radio.  Mostly guitar driven and 
more experimental with structure, melody, and textures than Pop Rock.          
• Popular Comparisons:  Sunny Day Real Estate, Sense Field, Sebadoh, Sonic Youth,   

Dinosaur Jr., Mudhoney, Jimmy Eat World, The Get Up Kids, Jawbreaker, The 
Promise Ring,   At the Drive in, Yo La Tengo, Pavement 

• Similar Genres:  Rock-Alternative Pop, Rock-Experimental/Post, Rock-Punk/Pop 
Punk 

 
Rock-Metal/Alternative Metal — Loud, distorted guitars dominate this genre,  relying 
on brutal guitar riffs and pummeling rhythms.  All of the rhythms are fairly rigid, almost 
military in origin.  Bombast is the key – from the drums to the guitars, it's about being as 
loud as possible. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Limp Bizkit, Marilyn Manson, Korn, Rage Against the   

Machine, Metallica  
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Alternative Rock, Rock-Hard Rock, Rock-Punk/Pop Punk   

 
Rock-New Wave — A catch-all term for the music of the 80’s. The style began as a 
smoothed out and more commercially viable version of late 70’s punk, while retaining 
the energy and irreverence of that genre.  New Wave explored a fascination with new 
sound technologies – giving rise to synth pop – as well as fashion and style. Artists 
incorporated elements from other genres, including funk, rock’n’roll and reggae, the last 
of which had also been adopted by many a punk rock band.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Blondie, Duran Duran, Depeche Mode, Talking Heads, Elvis 

Costello, XTC, The Cars, A Flock of Seagulls (I Ran), Gary Numan (Cars), Human 
League 

• Similar Genres:  Electronic-Electro, Electronic-House, Rock-Pop Rock  
 
Rock-Pop Rock — Guitar driven pop, hooky and infectious melodies.  Straighter and 
simpler rhythms and structures then other rock genres.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Matchbox Twenty, Third Eye Blind, Collective Soul, Goo 

Goo Dolls,  Mathew Sweet, Oasis, Tom Petty, Counting Crows, Sheryl Crow, The 
Wallflowers, Crowded   House, The Rembrandts 

 
Rock-Punk/Pop-Punk — Punk is simple, aggressive, guitar-based rock.  Usually 
expressing anti-establishment attitudes, punk rock seeks to strip the music down to its 
essentials.  Pop-Punk is the more accessible younger cousin to classic punk, characterized 
by better sounding production and pop melodies.     
• Popular Comparisons:  Green Day, Rancid, Offspring, Blink 182, Black Flag, Dead 

Kennedy’s, Minor Threat 
• Similar Genres:  Rock-Alternative Rock, Rock-Hard Rock, Rock-Metal/Alternative 

Metal, Rock-Indie Rock 
 
Rock-Rockabilly — Rockabilly is dedicated to replicating the style and sound of classic 
'50s rock & roll often mixed with punk, surf 
 or country.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Stray Cats, Reverend Horton Heat, Brian Setzer, Southern 

Culture on the Skids,  The Cramps 
• Similar Genres:  Jazz-Swing/Big Band, Surf 

 
Rock-Roots Rock — Rock music with country, blues, and folk influences typically 
relying on prominent backbeats and pop melodies or extended instrumental jams. 



• Popular Comparisons:  Blues Traveler, Black Crowes, Bob Dylan, Neil Young, 
Phish, Grateful   Dead, Wallflowers, Hootie and the Blowfish, Jayhawks, Sheryl 
Crow 

• Similar Genres:  Country Alternative, Folk, Rock-Pop Rock, Pop-Adult 
Contemporary 

 
Rock-Surf — This is the sound of 60s Surf music, distinguished by reverb-soaked 
guitars and simple, high-energy songs.  Despite its inherent grooviness, Surf commonly 
features minor-key melodies and sometimes, Eastern-flavored scales, as exemplified by 
Dick Dale’s “Miserlou.” Often – though not exclusively – an instrumental genre, Surf 
lends itself easily for cinematic purposes. Much of our Surf has a more aggressive punk 
rock quality.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Dick Dale, The Ventures, The Surfaris, Mermen, The Aqua 

Velvets,   The Phantom Surfers 
• Similar Genres: Rockabilly, Ska, World-Klezmer 
 

Rock-Vintage Rock & Pop — Sounds of the 50’s and 60’s. This genre houses both 
authentic vintage and newer “retro” rock and pop. From Merseybeat to Doo-Wop, you’ll 
find familiar and classic sounds here.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Elvis Presley, The Beatles,  
• Similar Genres: Rockabilly, Surf 

 
Ska — A blend of electric instrumentation and horns (saxophone, trumpet, trombone). 
Ska has many influences, American R&B, Big Band Swing and Calypso to name a few.  
A more punk rock-oriented take on Ska is popular, though it is much farther removed 
from the music's Jamaican origins.  Our catalog has a bit of both. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Madness, The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Toots & the 

Maytals, The   Specials, Bim Skala Bim  (Pump Audio member) 
• Similar Genres:  Reggae/Dub, Rockabilly, Surf, World-Klezmer 

 
 
Specialty-Americana/Western — Americana or American Popular Song includes folk 
elements, parlor songs of the 19th century, patriotic songs, and are known to be 
“traditional” or in the public domain. Characteristics of these songs include memorable 
and/or simple melodic lines, easy harmonies, and straightforward rhythms. Western 
music projects an incisive, more austere style that captured something of the sobriety of 
Depression-era America, and was marked by folk influences, a new melodic and 
harmonic simplicity, and an appealing directness free from intellectual pretension. It is 
often thought of as a sweeping and pastoral music that somehow defines the open and 
expansive majesty of the American West.   
• Popular Comparisons: Louis Lambert, Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein, George 

Gershwin, Charles Ives, Morton Gould, Samuel Barber 
• Similar Genres: Drama – Cinematic, Classical, Country - Classic, Country – 

Bluegrass 
 
Specialty-Christmas/Holiday — Though intended for any holiday-related music, the 
bulk of this category consists of traditional Christmas songs (“The First Noel,” “God Rest 
Ye Merry Gentlemen”), songs within the public domain (“Hark the Herald Angels Sing,” 
“Good King Wenceslas”), and original holiday-related material by Pump Audio artists. 
Songs that are currently under copyright – such as “Little Drummer Boy” or “Jingle-Bell 
Rock” – are not included here.  



• Popular Comparisons: O Holy Night, Auld Lang Syne, God Rest Ye Merry 
Gentlemen 

• Similar Genres: Specialty – Early, Medieval, Renaissance, Classical – Classical 
Chamber, Folk 

 
Specialty-Cinematic — Film score music that is thematic in composition, and evokes an 
array of dramatic moods. This music is featured in movies and television soundtracks. 
Usually, these include excerpts of the score and incidental music, plus songs featured in 
the films or programs. Although traditionally orchestral in nature, many modern 
composers use electronic instruments to obtain the ideal sound required for any given 
scene.  
• Popular Comparisons: Danny Elfman, Thomas Newman, Hans Zimmer, Henry 

Mancini, The Simpsons, Maurice Jarre, Ennio Morricone  
• Similar Genres: Drama – Classic-Cinematic, Drama – Americana-Western, 

Classical, Drama – Human Drama/Emotions   
 
Specialty-Classic-Golden Age of Cinema — With the advent of sound, the film score 
entered a golden age. Transplanted European composers such as Max Steiner and Erich 
Korngold created complex scores that were symphonic in scope. This is the early sound 
of film score that gave birth to numerous orchestral movements that evolved alongside 
the film industry.  This genre does not include Horror/Suspense music, for that see 
Classic – Horror-Suspense.   
• Popular Comparisons: John Barry, Jerry Goldsmith, Irving Berlin, Max Steiner, 

Elmer Bernstein, Nino Rota, Miklos Rozsa, George Gershwin 
• Similar Genres: Drama – Cinematic, Classical 

 
Specialty-Classic-Horror/Suspense — This is orchestral music that is composed 
specifically for Horror Films and/or to evoke a sense of suspense and imminent danger, 
yet exhibits a “dated” recorded sound from the early 1900’s. One would think of film 
scores from such classics as Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho” or “Vertigo.”  
• Popular Comparisons: Bernard Herrmann, Franz Waxman, Arthur Benjamin 
• Similar Genres: Drama – Horror-Suspense 

Specialty-Classic-Military/Marches — When bands expanded in the late 19th century 
and the form of the march grew to incorporate patriotic music, composers such as John 
Philip Sousa came to the fore. Though somewhat provincial, this music is forceful, rich 
and emphatic, with instrumental flares and colorful fanfares that are characteristic of the 
march. For all intents and purposes, music found in this genre could most closely be 
associated with marching bands, of which the instrumentation consists of woodwinds, 
brass and drums. 
• Popular Comparisons: John Philip Sousa, Victor Herbert, George Whitefield 

Chadwick 
• Similar Genres: Drama – Military-Marches 

 
Specialty-Fanfare — A short and lively sounding of trumpets, and/or brass instruments.  
  o Similar Genres: Drama – Classic-Military-Marches 
 
Specialty- Horror/Suspense — You’ll find music with that classic suspense/thriller 
sound in this genre.  Primarily orchestral, you’ll find both darkly suspenseful and tensely 
riveting music here.  More modern sounds can be found in other genres (see below). 
• Popular Comparisons:  Bernard Herrmann (Psycho), John Williams (Jaws)       
• Similar Genres:  Electronic-All, Gothic, Rock-Alt Rock, Rock-Metal,  (search using 

aggressive/edgy or down/dark/melancholic mood choices)     



 
Specialty-Fife & Drum — The advent of the march as a musical form did not truly 
develop until its purposeful and guided use in the military. Marches are musical 
compositions intended for the alignment and uniform movement of troops. This is 
accomplished with the implementation of strong, steady and emphatic beats. The patterns 
of marches became indicative of nations and military signals. Signals came from the 
brass instruments as well as the fifes — both of which, in cavalries and infantry, were 
portable instruments. Drums and drum cadences became part of the standard military 
form. Fife & Drum music harkens back to colonial times, and such wars as the American 
Revolution and Civil War, however its roots date back much further into 17th century 
England.  
• Popular Comparisons: The Old Guard Fife and Drum Corps, Colonial Musketeers, 

Colonial Williamsburg 
• Similar Genres: Drama – Classic-Military-Marches 

 
Specialty-Human Drama/Emotions — Also known as “incidental,” this music relies on 
minimalist composition and is written to accompany the action or mood of a dramatic 
performance on stage, film, radio or television show. It serves as a transition between 
parts of the action, or to introduce or close the performance. It is written to enhance a 
nonmusical medium, and almost always embodies a “less is more” approach.   
• Popular Comparisons: Philip Glass, Michael Nyman, Glenn Gould, Steve Reich, 

Illustrious Theatre Orchestra 
• Similar Genres: Drama-Alternatives, Drama-Cinematic, Classical, Easy Listening  

 
Specialty-Early/Medieval/Renaissance — The music in this category can be divided 
into two types: sacred and secular. Unlike secular music from this era, much sacred music 
has survived and is still performed today because it was notated. Among the earliest 
forms of sacred music is Gregorian chant – a monophonic (one note at a time) form of 
plainchant, sung in unison. Through a compositional style known as Organum, 
composers wove ever-increasing lines of counterpoint, using a single-line chant or 
fragment of a chant as the basis – or cantus firmus – for a composition. The Mass was the 
ultimate form to be composed, and it reached the height of complexity through the works 
of composers such as Guillaume de Machaut and Josquin des Prez by the end of the 
medieval period. Sonically, this music pre-dated today’s standard diatonic harmony, 
frequently employing lines moving in parallel fourths and fifths. Much of the secular 
music from the Medieval period (roughly 476 AD – 1400) that survives today comes 
from the tradition of the troubadours – itinerant poet/musicians who accompanied 
themselves on lute and other stringed instruments of the time. They often sang of chivalry 
and courtly love. The Renaissance (1400-1600) saw a greater emphasis on consonance, 
smoothness and beauty. Throughout the era, composers of both sacred and secular music 
utilized modes: each a series of pitches with its own distinct flavor, sounding neither 
major nor minor. 
• Popular comparisons: Guillaume de Machaut, Josquin des Prez, Berenguier de 

Palou, Arnaut Daniel, Giraut de Bornelh, "Greensleeves" 
• Similar Genres: Baroque, Classical 

 
Specialty-Military/Marches — This music is evocative of the classic military band 
sound mixed with contemporary instrumentation such as orchestral sounds and textures. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Classic Military Bands, JFK Soundtrack (John Williams)    
• Similar Genres:  Drama-Cinematic 

 



Specialty-National Anthems — A hymn or song expressing patriotic sentiment and 
either governmentally authorized as an official national hymn or holding that position in 
popular feeling.  During the 19th and early 20th centuries, most European countries 
followed Britain's example, some national anthems being written especially for that 
purpose, others being adapted from existing tunes. The sentiments of national anthems 
vary, from prayers for the monarch to allusions to nationally important battles or 
uprisings. 
• Popular Comparisons: Star Spangled Banner, God Save the Queen, O Canada  
• Similar Genres: Classical, Drama-Classic-Military-Marches 

 
Specialty-Polka — A dance as well as a style of music, the Polka originated in mid-19th 
century Eastern Europe. Various permutations of the Polka have developed not only in 
Europe, but across the Americas as well, informed by the styles, instruments and cultures 
common to their respective geographic locations. The Polka was also en vogue with 
classical composers for a time; both Johann Strauss I and his son, Johann Strauss II, 
composed Polkas.  
• Popular Comparisons:  Frankie Yankovic, Lawrence Welk 
• Similar Genres:  World-Eastern European, World-Klezmer   

 
Specialty-Promo Music — Bits of music in any genre, usually consisting of thirty- or 
sixty-second snippets. Promos are scored specifically to compliment the promotion of a 
TV show, radio broadcast, film or documentary.  
• Popular Comparisons: Any accompanying music to segments intended for the 

promotion of another program.  
• Similar Genres: Specialty-Cinematic, Specialty-Suspense, Specialty-Soundtrack 

Alternatives 
 
Specialty-Soundtrack Alternatives — This genre contains alternative dramatic styles.  
The music has a dramatic/cinematic quality but isn’t traditional in its structure and/or its 
orchestration. 
• Popular Comparisons: Films - Down By Law (John Lurie), Slingblade (Daniel 

Lanois), Birdy (Peter Gabriel), Dead Man (Neil Young)   
• Similar Genres:  Any Drama, also search any genre and include a “dramatic” mood 

choice.     
 
Specialty–Trailer Music — Typical trailer music is brief, fast-moving and dramatic. It 
may contain several elements of cinematic soundtracks: orchestral builds and stabs, 
expansive and emotive soundscapes or high-paced suspenseful beds and rises. Whatever 
the mood, Trailer Music is designed to draw in the audience and generate excitement and 
interest within one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half minutes.  

• Popular Comparisons: Danny Elfman, Carl Orff 
• Similar Genres: Specialty–Cinematic, Specialty–Horror/Suspense, Specialty–

Soundtrack Alternatives 
 
World-African — Often featuring complex poly-rhythms, the music of Africa – wide 
and diverse – can employ a large variety of stringed instruments (different bowed 
instruments and types of harps, such as the Kora), woodwinds, percussion instruments 
and lamellophones, such as the Mbira, Sanza and Kisanji. You will find some native-
language vocals mixed in.  This category also contains Afro-Pop, similar to the music of 
Paul Simon’s Graceland, as well as various other African-Western hybrids.   
• Popular Comparisons:  Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Fela Kuti, Baaba Maal, 

Mahlathini, Ismael Lo, Femi Anikulapo Kuti 



• Similar Genres:  World-Tribal  
 
 

World-Asian Electronic — Modern Asian electronic music, from dancehall and house 
styles to headier ambient and trip hop. 
• Popular Comparisons: Shin Nishimura, Elvis. T 
• Similar Genres: World – Asian Pop, World – Ethnic Electronica 

 
World-Asian Southeast Asia — This is music from the South-Eastern region of Asia, 
comprising Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, etc. The region boasts an 
extremely rich and diverse canon of music, ranging from the exotically tuned, pitched 
percussion of Balinese Gamelan to the deeply Spanish-influenced music of the 
Philippines. 
• Popular Styles: Balinese Gamelan 
• Similar Genres: World-Asian-Mainland, World-Asian-North Pacific 

 
World-Asian-Mainland — The Asian mainland extends over China, Mongolia, Nepal 
and beyond. Sounds from this vast region range form the meditative drones of Nepalese 
temple music to the surprisingly tonal and cinematic sounds of Chinese classical music. 
• Popular Comparisons: House of Flying Daggers soundtrack 
• Similar Genres: World-Asian-North Pacific, World-Asian-South East-Asian 

 
World-Asian-North-Pacific — Music from the North Pacific region of Asia spans many 
styles and instruments, from the aggressive taiko drum ensembles and contemplative solo 
shakuhachi music of Japan, to the folk and Chinese-influenced music of Korea and 
Taiwan.  
• Popular Comparisons: The Last Samurai soundtrack 
• Similar Genres: World-Asian-Mainland, World-Asian-South-East Asia 

 
World-Asian Pop — Modern pop music from Asia. From punk rock to the pop charts, 
this genre features authentic music from the far east.  
• Popular Comparisons: Sa Dingding, Faye Wong 
• Similar Genres: World – Asian Electronic, World – Ethnic Electronica 

 
World-Asian Tibetan Fusion — New music from Tibet. Featuring modern instruments 
and compositional techniques (loops, textures) as well as traditional sounds and structures 
from this unique region. 
• Popular Comparisons: The Windhorse Ensemble, Shen Flindell 
• Similar Genres: World – Asian Electronic, World – Asian Pop 

 
World-Celtic — This is the folk music of Ireland and Scotland, distinguished by stringed 
instruments, fiddles and bagpipes. Featuring both traditional folk and contemporary 
Celtic music.  
• Popular Comparisons:  The Chieftains, Riverdance, Enya, The Pogues 
• Similar Genres:  Folk, New Age   
 

World-Ethnic Electronica  — This genre comprises a blend of modern production 
techniques with  traditional sounds. Here you’ll find music that incorporates tribal chants 
and rhythms, often utilizing traditional, yet exotic, folk instruments, superimposed upon 
modern beats and soundscapes, creating a music that sounds both modern and ancient. 
• Popular Comparisons: Deep Forest, Talvin Singh 
• Similar Genres:  New Age, World - Other 



 
World-Eastern European — Music from many countries formerly governed by the 
Soviet Union is featured in this genre. This region’s western boundary spans Poland in 
the north, down through the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, the Baltic region and 
Albania; it reaches to Russia in the East. Here you will find anything from Hungarian 
Gypsy songs to traditional Baltic dance music to Greek folk melodies. 
• Popular Comparisons: Kalman Balogh (Pump Audio member), Ruslana    
• Similar Genres:  World-Russian, World-Klezmer 

 
World-Western European — This genre comprises music from what is typically 
considered Western Europe – those countries from Germany, Switzerland and Italy 
westward to France and the United Kingdom and up through Scandinavia in the north. 
You can expect to find a broad range of styles, from French cabaret music to German 
polkas and Italian accordion ballads.  
• Popular Comparisons: “Greensleeves,” Edith Piaf 
• Similar Genres: World-Celtic, World-Spanish 

 
World-Indian — The music of India, consisting of complex time signatures and 
polyrhythms.  It often includes such instruments as the sitar and tabla and employs 
traditional Indian modes or scales. 
• Popular Comparisons:  Ravi Shankar, Ali Akbar Khan, Shivkumar Sharma, V.M. 

Bhatt  
• Similar Genres:  World-Asian, World-Middle Eastern     

 
World-Island — This genre is a primarily a collection of steel drum music from the 
Caribbean. 
• Popular Styles:  Calypso 
• Similar Genres:  Reggae/Dub, Ska    

 
World-Klezmer — Jewish Folk music.  Rooted in Eastern European folk.  Its primary 
instruments are the clarinet and violin.  The classic Jewish wedding song Hava Nagila 
can be found here along with other variations on the form, some with extremely fast 
tempos and bombastic energy.  You will also find some Yiddish vocals in this genre. 
• Similar Genres:  World-European, World-Middle Eastern, Polka  

 
World-Native American —  Native American folk music.  You will find drumming, 
wood flutes and native chanting in this genre. 
• Similar Genres:  World-Tribal   

 
World-Middle Eastern — The music of the Middle East.  This includes countries such 
as Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Israel and Pakistan.  Middle Eastern scales played with a variety of 
regional instruments characterize this music. 
• Similar Genres:  World-Klezmer, World-Indian, World-European   

 
World-Other — This is a genre containing ethnic-sounding music that doesn’t identify 
clearly enough with any particular region.           
• Popular Comparisons:  Deep Forest 

 
World-Russian — This genre comprises music from the vast and diverse country of 
Russia. Often featuring dramatic folk melodies, emotive singing, traditional fretted string 
instruments and percussive accompaniment, the music sweeps from slow and steady to 



very fast and complex rhythms, with tonalities ranging from familiar European-sounding 
scales to the very exotic. 
• Popular Comparisons: Balalaika-Ensemble Wolga (Pump Audio member), Barynya 
• Similar Genres: World-Eastern European, World- Klezmer 

 
World-Spanish — The music of Spain.  Primarily guitar-based music in the style of 
Flemanco.  You will find the occasional Spanish vocal. 
• Popular Styles:  Flamenco 
• Similar Genres:  World-Latin, Jazz-Latin   

 
 
World-Tribal — This genre is full of music with various styles of drumming along with 
other textures.  This is a genre to browse when you’re looking for driving hand drum 
rhythms from various regions.    
• Similar Genres:  World-African, World-Latin, World-Middle Eastern   


